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Dear Sir,

This is my internship report. I am working as a Digital Marketing intern three months long internship program at Texort. The title of the report is “Digital Marketing and Communication Practices by Texort Digital Marketing Agency: A hands-on initiative through social media”. I have prepared this report to fulfill my all requirement internship.

I have given my best attempt to assemble all my internship work together in this report. In time of doing my three months internship in this company, I have learnt lots of things about digital Marketing. I was working here as a digital marketing officer internship. I have tried my best to maintain the best quality and consistency of the report, still there may have some unintended mistakes, omissions or errors for which I apologize myself in advance.

This report is based on my duties, experience and observations during my internship at Texort. In the facing some problems, difficulties and obstacles I have tried to be as much detail oriented as possible. Working on this report has been a grateful experience for me. I am really thankful to get the opportunity to work on this intern report. If you need any further clarification on any issue, I shall be very glad to oblige. Thanks, and best regards,

Sincerely yours,

_________________

Ashratun Ferdous
Preface

I would like to take this opportunity to give thanks everybody who has helped me complete this report. My special regards go to my honorable supervisor Mr Sarker Rafij Ahmed Ratan, Assistant Professor of school of Business and Economics, United International University; for guiding me throughout completion of this report. His continuous support and observation throughout the project have helped me tremendously to accomplish this task. His optimism and faith in me and my skills gave me huge confidence in myself and my work. Even during times when my work appeared difficult to me, I perpetually received correct direction after a meeting with him. My internship report itself has been analyzed and cleft scrupulously under his management. I'm very humbled to have received the chance to work on this subject and it has helped me gain a practical knowledge of the company workplace and has helped me in achieving sensible knowledge as well as corporate culture.

I owe a way of gratitude to CEO, of Texort for choosing me as an intern out of an extremely competitive environment. He is undoubtedly professional in this field and allowed me to work on my internship report during office hours. Without his constant guidance, endless efforts and joyful encouragement, this study wouldn't have been successful. Finally, I would prefer to give thanks all of my coworkers for their support. Along with that I would also like to express my heartfelt gratitude to all the members of marketing, Creative team, Digital marketing department, Media department and R&D department to stay supportive and inspirationally for successfully finishing this report.
Executive Summary

This report increases practical knowledge. To prepare this report researcher need to learn many things. In this report, the researcher tries to find out what is digital marketing, what is social media, how to do its work and many more. This report uses some secondary data. For this report, find out what factors affecting social media marketing and communication. Here given some important findings.

• Without social media marketing and communication increases, a business is totally a tough task.

• Here has some key factor that helps to success in social media marketing and communication.

• In this overall report, I find out social media marketing importance, how communication helps social media marketing.

In a word, this report increases my practical knowledge tremendously. I learn many things from this report that helps in my future progress.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1 Introduction

In this advanced world practical experience is fundamental thing to survive. So, we must have to have some practical learning and expertness to go for any work. According to the academic rule the students of BBA (Bachelor of Business Administration) must have to complete internship at the end of their BBA program. The major objective of this this program is to ensure that students gains working skill of their major and minor areas. As a student of Bachelor of Business Administration, I have got internship to work in Texort. I am working here from May 05, 2019 to August 05, 2019. In my 12 weeks of work period I have learned many important new things that introduced me with the representativeness of the work and daily life. This also helps me to gain practical and theoretical knowledge. It looks like in the reality there is some relation with the theoretical experience and in the work, we must have to follow some structure that we have learned from the educational life. It also seems like we must have to get in death knowledge of any learning of any information or skill. But sometimes our theoretical learning is not enough. In that situation we have to think and plan according to our practical knowledge. Sometimes it might happen that we do not need any theoretical knowledge (some special case). We must have to have the enough knowledge of any practical work and which is more important than theoretical knowledge. With the inadequate knowledge we can’t be successful in any work. So getting proper practical skill is much more important.

Nowadays online Business or E-commerce is getting essential part of our modern life. Around the world there are 15 to 25 million online stores who are selling the products on the internet today. Almost all the businesses are going for the website-based works and marketing and selling. Banking, hospitality, delivery, even the grocery shops are also in online. When all the segments are going for online or website-based work, for this digital marketing, social media marketing and communications increase tremendously.

I have chosen my topic on “Social media marketing and communication”.
1.2 Background

For the long time I’ve doing research on how the market works for various types of products, seeing the software market too. Developers are developing a system/software but they couldn’t make money out of it because they are failing to reach to the potential clients who may need that system or the products. So many developers may drop developing as their system isn’t being bought at all. So, I found an opportunity to solve this problem. There are so many marketers of digital marketers existing but they are not smart enough to focus the deeper technology that is used to develop the system which may attract the client to buy it. It can be great if a tech savvy who already knows the internal developments technology & special features, he can surely make a greater and smarter advertisement strategy than the other marketers. As I’ve utilized that coding section don’t give me that much pleasure but uses of technology & business area do so, i want to fulfill that requirement of a digital marketer in the software industry by doing smart digital marketing.

1.3 Motivation

As we can see, in the era of technological revolution, the AI (Artificial Intelligence) is becoming smarter day by day. In the past day even to design a web front page we needed to hire someone who is web designer, we needed another one to develop the backend maybe one more to maintain the system. But now a day, system upgraded so much that even a Non-IT guy create website & maintain this by just few clicks. So, after 5-10 years from now there’ll come easier technology that the lower level developers or designers will lose their jobs. On the other hand, the marketing will exist till one product exists. So, the more the marketing strategy can be diversified through customer psychology the more sales can be generated as the sales will increase the profit. That’s motivates me to take Digital Marketing as my career. Besides in this platform as i have to work with branding so it’ll be easier to get self-branding side by side.
1.4 Objectives

There are some objectives for the Internship Program those are: -

- Getting familiar with DM strategy
- To become smart in the relevant sector (E-Marketing)
- To create network with the professionals & resource persons
- To uplift my knowledge & getting myself fit in the industry culture
- To bring a great outcome by which i can brand myself by making a Brand
- To get the whole strategy so well that I can apply the knowledge for my IT Products/Service
- To prove myself by bringing out outstanding result for my project.

1.5 Scope

The report’s scopes are followed below-

- Information for the analysis was collected from the internal websites, database, research papers, study materials, Internal Crowd base network- Social network and knowledge sharing platform of Texort.

- Geographic scope of the report is limited at intervals Bangladesh market.

- Due to confidentiality conditions within the company, it was not reasonable to gather more information that could present the report more informative from all aspects.
1.6 Significance of the research:

There are so many importance of this research; it’s mainly helped those individuals who are going to do R&D on digital marketing, social media and communication, online based social service sector or digital marketing. The students, the digital marketing companies and the investors who have interest this kind of marketing project. This is also helpful for:-

- Learners
- Interns
- R&D
- Digital marketing people
- Buyers
- Shareholders
- Reporters
- Content writers
- Entrepreneur
- Individual who do not trust the digital marketing
- Individual who do not trust social media
- Individual who are the of different marketing forum
CHAPTER 2

2.1 About of Texort

Texort is a full-service digital marketing agency that provides Graphic Design, Web design and development, digital advertising, strategy, and 360° marketing services & solutions to all over the world.

Company Name: TEXORT

Website: www.texort.com

Company Type: Digital Marketing Agency

2.2 Mission & Vision of Texort

- We are a digital marketing agency that helps brands link, converse, analytics and co-create with its target customers and clients. We mainly do effective use of digital marketing, content building, social, search and mobile platforms.

- We are a full digital service company that delivers across the worth chain service right from launching a complete via digital to assembling a brands prominence via digital to driving business leads and sales for a brand.
• Our company focus is to bell the CAT that stands for intelligent idea, analyze and technology and that we leverage this to deliver across digital and online campaigns be it media driven or artistic led campaigns.

• 2.3 Focus of Texort

• Creativity

Creativity is at the main of our strategy to online, social media and mobile events. We have a tendency to don’t simply engrain creative thinking in style and technology thought and implementation however furthermore insert it within the manner we have a tendency to act planning a complete event. To us creative thinking isn't associate degree possibility for digital promotion however the manner of maintaining online communication is absolutely vital because the output is counting on the standard of the content, strategy furthermore.

• Analytics

Analytics helps to measure. Nothing might be as philosophical as this statement. We have a tendency to have faith in that whereas digital offers memorability in each side its possible to deliver insights still remains unexploited. This is often as a result of the general public explore for information and not analytics to drive insights. We have a tendency to influence analytics to drive and deliver and improvement results.

• Technology

Technology is often associate degree enabler however technology will in it be associate degree innovation furthermore. Technology are often cool however once it involves digital advertising world it’s similarly essential on however technology is applied. We’ve leveraged the capacity of improved reality, Social API, RFID and plenty of such tools for many of our campaigns.

• 2.4 History of Texort

We started our journey to the world of advertising in 2010. Since then we tend to intermeshed ourselves up for endurance in flying the road to success. Texort was named after Tech9 then; in
2018 it's rebranded by the name TEXORT & gathered, collected or accumulated. Relating with this nature, we've got taken honeybee as our company symbol that happens to collect or accumulate the purest of food found in the nature, the honey.

2.5 Location of Texort

TEXORT Ltd.
Website: texort.com
251/C Khilgaon, Dhaka-1219,
Bangladesh.

2.6 Services of Texort

Texort provides 360° digital marketing solutions including: -

2.6.1 Search Engine Optimization

Our Engagements Typically Begin with A Total Site Audit, A Competitive Analysis and Implementation. A Typical SEO Engagement Involves the Following: -
2.6.2 Pay per Click

64.6% of individuals click on Google Ads after they are searching for a service or product online. Five hundredth of individuals arriving at a retailer’s website from paid ads are additional possible to shop for than people who came from associate degree organic link. PPC (‘Pay Per Click’), conjointly referred to as paid search selling, could be a sort of on-line advertising wherever you simply procure every time a user visits an ad that takes you thru to your website.

Whether you have dynamic PPC events or are entirely new the world of paid search. Our group of Google certified PPC specialists are committed to gaining your goals efficiently. Our ROI targeted method allows us to make a customized tactic that is ideal for your business, and that we also can manage your campaigns.

PPC will work for an organization of any dimension. It doesn’t have any headed whether or not you're a start-up or a multi-million-pound company, PPC levels the enjoying arena. A well-structured and optimized PPC event can exceed simply an outsized billfold. At TEXORT, our advisors are skilled to fulfill and exceed your aims. Whether or not or not its ROI targeted,
minimizing your price per attainment, or just growing your market share, it’s simply what we have a tendency to do.

While search engine optimization could be a nice approach for long-term growth, typically you really need an immediate boost. TEXORT internet marketing offers Pay per Click campaign management, guaranteeing that the money you spend is placed to the perfect possible use.

2.6.3 Social Media Marketing

Social Media marketing may be one of the quickest ways that To Propel Your Business To the highest. Whether or not you’re A Dog Bowtie E-Commerce website (Please Tell us that’s a true Thing) Or a multinational B2B tech Company, Social Media marketing will assist you herald Purchases, Leads, and Boost brand awareness. Our approaches are: -

- Consolidation and measurement of target market.
- Design of effective marketing plan and application.
- Continuously scheduled updates in adding as news and articles as they happen.
- Continuous social media communication, along with acknowledgement and reaction.
- Sustainable analysis, following and adaptation to online trends and funds.
- Inspiring awareness and support among blogging groups and environments.
- Targeting exact main point, title, phrases and topics important to your brand.
- Advantage of analytics and data-tracking tools for policy improvement.

2.6.4 Marketing Strategy & Research

We use several varieties of analysis like knowledge analyzation and focus cluster tests to uncover insights for your whole. We tend to produce experiences that reinforce your brand, flip customers into brand evangelists and position your company for long-run growth. Nice design starts with a comprehensive strategy; however, it won’t change state while not artistic intuition. We tend to mix logic with ability to make a decision however your brand ought to look, feel, and sound.
2.6.5 Content Writing & Marketing

While we all know the way to target search engines and therefore the internet community, you recognize your customers best, thus we would like you to be concerned the maximum amount as you would like as we tend to write your content.

You would have access to a fervent content expert, and might be in spontaneous contact, giving those directions, checking on their progress, asking any queries, and requesting any revisions you’d wish to see.

Fill us in on your ideal client, and the way you wish them to feel when they visit your web site and begin reading the content. Texort will even develop personas of your targeted clients.

You can select the tone and phrasings of the content visitors are reading. Whether or not you wish it to be light-hearted or formal, business-like or casual, we will work our writing style to your desires.

You can review the content the maximum amount, or as very little, as you would like. We’re assured in our writing skills and recognize we’ll offer you with content that's appealing to both search engines and other people. Of course, the ultimate approval is yours to create, and if there's something you don’t like or wish to feature, simply allow us to grasp and it'll be done.

2.6.6 Email Marketing

Permission-based email marketing provides the proper chance to grow your revenue by frequently interacting together with your current and potential customers. Despite however massive your contact information is, email selling permits you to speak with all of them with efficiency and in a very personal method. We’ll assist you leverage the ability of email marketing to:
We facilitate our clients build their current email newsletter method run additional smoothly:

- Initial email theme development
- Ongoing story that includes approved content
- Monthly split-testing and coverage

2.6.7 Conversion Rate Optimization

Conversion Rate optimization (CRO) offers various important chances for any business to extend income by creating enhancements to the planning and feel (usability) of your pages. There’s no necromancy or sorcery – simply a scientific method supported wisdom. A lot of and a lot of online businesses communicate conversion rate optimization techniques because:

- **One-Time Investment, Long-Term Benefits**
  After a company finance in CRO, you get long-lasting positive effects that end in a lot of sales and leads for longer time period.

- **Easy Assessment**
  A company can simply track the potency of their new pages in Google Analytics, its gives you easy access to measure the achievement of their efforts.

- **Rapid Results**
  In our expertise, company will be able to entirely give back your investment with CRO among 3 to 5 months. Anyways this trust on the initial state of company webs site and also the probability of your project.

- **Multiple Effects**
  Within very short time company may notice a great change in your overall sales and improved dealings values once they developed the usability of their web site. In near future they also may notice that higher repeat of sale again and again
Unmatched Flexibility

With the appropriate CRO strategy, there ought not to re-develop company’s whole web site from scratch. In some cases, even minor UI/UX changes are enough to significantly develop their ROI.

2.6.8 Graphic Design

What we tend to design could be a direct reflection of your brand: we tend to aim for every expertise to be advisedly built and engaging. From logo development, packaging, environmental style, annual reports to national campaigns – our focus are to make sure the audience is listening. By shaping a brand’s graphic vision, we tend to craft innovative visual stories that attract the target market audience and build long run success.

2.6.9 Web Design & Development

Web Development We Provide:

- Blogs
- corporate websites
- Business websites
- Presentation websites
- Dating projects
- Marketplaces
- E-learning
- Online classifieds
- Real estate websites
- E-commerce sites
- Landing pages
- Community sites
- Responsive sites

2.7 Clients of Texort

- **Gearlaunch** – POD Platform (Print On Demand)

  Gearlaunch may be a POD platform that refers to Print on demand is once you sell your own custom designs on products like mugs, t-shirts, and phone cases. Ali-Express drop shipping permits you to decide on from countless product to sell. In each cases, the supplier ships product on to your customers on your behalf.

- **Nurseist** – Blog

  Nurseist.com is journal website that blogs nursing tips and helps nursing students to achieve success in school of nursing.
Also, this website covers a couple of type of nursing topics. Topics includes nursing lifestyle, humor, life hacks, gift ideas, quotes, mnemonics, nursing scholarship data and far a lot of things. We provide informative, relevant, and diverting articles for your reading pleasure. It would be like your favorite nursing lifestyle magazine–only on steroids. Therefore, sit back, relax, and let entertain you with innumerable of knowledge sure to keep you occupied and inform us all that Nursing is often here to remain. After all, Nursing is all concerning sharing.

Keeps the fervor burning nurses!

2.8 Project of Texort

➢ Nurseia – POD Project

Nurseia is a POD store. Here customers can order any design they wish to buy & then after placing order the design goes to production. After production the customer gets the delivery.

This is the project where i’m working with. Basically, our approach is to rank the site in the search engine such as Google & Bing. To do SEM (Search Engine Marketing), we have to develop every Social Media channel, run those accordingly. Also used Web 2.0 blogs & Forums which help nurseia store to rank up in the search engine.
2.9 Organ-Gram of Texort
CHAPTER 3

3.1 What does social media mean

Social media is that the alignment of online communications channels dedicated to community-based input, interaction, content-sharing, video sharing and collaboration. Websites and applications dedicated to forums, microblogging, social networking, social bookmarking, social curation, and wikis unit of measurement at intervals the assorted types of social media.

Social media refers to websites and platform that area unit designed to help individuals to share content fast, easily, expeditiously, and in period of time. Many folks destine social-media as application and their mobile, whatever the truth is, and this communication device started with computers and other devices. This thought stalks from the real fact that most of the social media operators’ access their tools through apps.
The capacity to share status, image, videos, views, events, and many more, in period of time has changed the method we have a tendency to alive and, similarly, the way we have a tendency to do business. Vendors World Health Organization exercise social media as connect degree essential a portion of their promoting policy sometimes understand assessable outcomes, though the importance of successful social media is to not indulge it as an excessive accessory though to indulge it with an equivalent attention, esteem, and gives a center attention on you are responsible for all of your promoting hard work.

3.2 Types of Social Media

Looking the recognition and influence of Social-Media, Networks, company trader and dealers rummage around for differing sorts of online Media online network that they'll use to focus on and turn into their viewers.

Common people are active on YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, and Instagram types of social channels.

However, for a vendor or some complete, several alternative forms of Social Media channels square measure around to discover, as they play a big character in pointing and changing prospects. Here we tend to have access into all the several forms of online Media branding strong networks that may enhance your reach and complete responsiveness on the net.

- **Social Network: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn**

Such forms of Social Media area unit accustomed escort people or brans on the online. They assist a business via stigmatization, customer or target segment consciousness, communication building, customer service, lead increase, and higher conversion rate. You’ll
be able to channelize various forms of Social Media promotions on these systems which will support you expand your scope. A number of the advantages of those Social Networks are:

- They are inspiring people and trades to move on virtual media and spread knowledge and opinions for making certain reciprocally dynamic relationships.
- In this a business sorting out the simplest ways that to improve up-to-date promoting events then they find a spread of traditional and professional ways that to try and do this on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn forms of social medias.

**Media Sharing networks: Instagram, Snapchat YouTube**

Media sharing forms of Social Media area unit won’t to notice and distribute images, live video, videography and other forms of means on the net. They’re additionally reaching to assist you in complete a frame work, lead increasing, focusing then on. They furnish people & type an area to find and media share therefore the target customers are often point and reborn into a considerable and outcome focused means potential. Social networks these days additionally come with these options, though, for allocation media, sharing of media are their main part.

Now it’s become very popular to share image and video on Instagram, YouTube and snapchat also very helpful now days.

To think whether or not you must use these nets for your online business or not, you must reflect your capitals and target customers. These channels can assist you run very effective promotions or events to come up with mains and broaden your target audience.

**Discussion Forums: Reddit, Quora, Digg:**

Such varieties of Social Media platforms area unit used for tracing, sharing and discussing totally various varieties of info, thoughts, and update. They assist businesses by being prime mark source for doing perfect study. These media are unit the oldest means in which of running Social Media selling events. Before the entrance of standard Social Media players like Facebook, these forums were the places wherever consultants, specialists and fans won’t to do totally various varieties of conferences regarding a range of arenas.
These conversation media have an enormous range of operators and it ensures new spread for your business. These area unit the places that give the responses to totally changed inquiries of any field.

In case your business requirements deep client analysis then these places would the foremost appropriate one for your business.

Along with allocation info and meaningful answers, these places area unit terribly impact in advertising in addition.

- **Bookmarking and Content Curation Networks: Pinterest, Flipboard:**
  
  Selecting for such styles of Social Media can assist you decide, segment, talk over and save a range of up-to-date content and media that are trending moreover. They’re terribly useful in channelizing complete consciousness for your business, plus, selecting this one to run differing sorts of Social Media selling promotions can assist you create web site movement and client commitment. Just in case you wish to continue some out of the thinking extremely artistic promotions which will not only update your spectators and however additionally involve them then this one is greatest work.

  To run Social Media promotion on Pinterest, you would like to possess a website that's bookmark-friendly. You must improve captions and pictures for the feeds that Bookmarking and Content Curation Systems use for retrieving and sharing your content.

  Flipboard helps you to produce your own Flipboard journal by exploitation most partaking content and therefore you'll platform that to your viewers.

- **Consumer Review Networks: Yelp, Zomato, TripAdvisor:**
  
  Using client Assessment networks can assist you determine, share and review totally different data a few kind of merchandise, facilities or brands. Once, a business gets helpful feedback on these webs, their claims flip a lot of credible as a result of assessments on these systems work as Social Proof. For running a made Social Media promoting Promotions, it's significant for today’s trades to possess progressive feedback on these positions. Additionally, resolution all the
problems that your clientele are post on these Analysis stages is another issue that's planning to be vital for the progressive and creative results for your business.

These nets provide an area to operators for revising totally various sorts of merchandise and facilities that they need used.

Review content adds nice worth to any brand as a result of it'll influence a lot of and range of latest patrons to aim your facilities.

Yelp and Zomato kinds of stages provide location-based review facilities which will assist you run location-based social promotions.

- **Blogging and Publishing Networks: WordPress, Tumblr, Medium:**

You should select these styles of Social Media networks for broadcasting, determining and remarking on articles, social media blogs and different content on the online. Content promoting is one among the foremost effective ways in which to focus on, draw attention, have interaction and turn into a target market. It’s aiming to be the bottom of undefeated online selling promotions that perform the foremost necessary role in change cones of Digital marketing promotions. WordPress and Blogger are the normal blogging stages whereas Tumblr (micro-blogging facility) and Standard (Social broadcasting Stage) is that the latest blogging and broadcasting networks.

These systems are must for the companies that need to successfully use content selling, plus, you'll share this content on a range of Social Networks like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.

Content that you just use on these networks can will assist you produce a distinct segment for your business and viewers United Nations agency are in exploration of data regarding that niche will obviously visit your diary or website.

- **Social Shopping Networks: Polyvore, Etsy, Fancy:**

Want to search out all the newest developments within the promoting or need to understand the searching advices then such sorts of Social Media networks are for you. Additionally, they assist
you track totally various brands, distribute fascinating effects and build a sale on these Social searching networks. Businesses will use such sorts of Social Media Stages for making whole consciousness, increasing involvement and commerce merchandise on nearly fresh and active platforms. These channels convert e-commerce by creating them additional participating via some fascinating social parts.

To use these networks effectively you ought to create a website that participates searching skill with social skill

These networks are terribly result driven for small businesses and startups as they will sell their products with none land based mostly workplace or store.

- **Interest-based Networks: Goodreads, Houzz, Last.fm:**

You can use such varieties of Social Media networks for linking with other individuals who have similar varieties of pastimes or benefits. You’ll be able to simply notice the audiences who have an interest in knowing a lot of and a lot of regarding the types of product and facilities that you simply offer. This helps to create it one of the most effective communications for participating together with your viewers and generating high-class brand conciseness connected. Likened to huge social links, via Interest-based networks would assist you run a lot of directed promotion.

Selecting these nets can assist you emphasis only on one product or facility associated with some specific topic, for example, home-based décor, Digital marketing preparation, Song, Books, etc. These nets are appropriate places to interact with the viewers of a selected position.

### 3.3 Importance of Social Media for Marketing and Communication

As an old marketing concept to customers like promotion and fewer active, trades are come to social media to attach in affirmative methods in which along with customers also therefore the people that inspiration them. We’d like aware simply however social media has changed the actual meaning we tend to are linking, act, communicating with customer and cooperating as people, and so society as a whole. Now a day’s social media plays a vital role in marketing and
communication. Today’s most of the people are engaged on social media so marketing through social media now become more important and essential.

The significant to social media achievement is not to develop suspended up on the tools and other facilities, then to concentration on how a company can utilize them more successfully to:

- Social media helps to highlight the visibility of a private company and that of an industry.
- It helps to create and increase private and proficient links and also helps create a communication network.
- Social media helps to improve and raise interactions with clients and influencers
- Social media helps to involve in right time and contract with individuals, including solving questions.
- Social media broadcast and allocate pure content that demonstrates capability.
- Social media helps to share back relations to appropriate data that includes importance to the clients as well as business.
- It an effective source Connect with company public of fans, customers and followers
- Its eventually create fresh principals and boost sales for an industry.

Social media marketing now days become a key element of success of a business. A company use social media in many ways. If a company utilize social media effectively for marketing and communication it give them advantages like increased brand awareness, high inbound traffic, improved search engine rankings, higher conversion rates, best customer satisfaction, improved brand loyalty, increase brand equity, cost-Effective, gain marketplace insights, thought leadership etc. Social media for marketing and communication is very important. It helps a company to reach its goal.
3.4 What factor impact on Social Media Marketing for communication

Social media marketing means marketing through social media. For this type of marketing highly engage with communication. Without communication social media marketing is not possible to success. Here this social media marketing and communication success influence by some factors this are feasible expenditure, technique, consistent and regularity, brand standard, Own tig, follower appetite, Beneficial calls to act, analytics and finally A plan to association. This entire
factor interrelated to each other. If a company or individual marketers wants to success social media marketing and communication they must need to focus on this entire factor. This factor is very important for social media marketing and communication success.

### 3.4.1 Feasible expenditure:

Few individuals begin a social media promotion as a result of they understand it as a “free” approach. It doesn’t value something to make a contact for a corporation, nor will it value something to create a post (unless you choose to spice up or sponsor it). However if you would like to visualize important outcomes, you can’t consider it sort of a open plan; you would like to be ready to take a position in it, whether or not that’s within the kind of funded advertisements, ability to hitch your group, or rare phase to take a position in your hard work.

### 3.4.2 Technique:

Without knowing if your follower like your post or not you cannot post blindly on your social media. Before you start, you must have an officially documented strategy that dictates your aims, your target market, and the way you propose to flourish over time. This document can guide your selections, assist you hire new individuals to your team, and provides you a templet you’ll progress over time.

### 3.4.3 Consistent and Regularity:

Profitable social media ways area very unit consistent and frequency must need regularity. If you consider social media as a innovation, you would possibly post with serious capacity one week, however post nothing following week, and your daily action may alteration extremely from day to day. Fans wish to understand what they'll want from you, therefore if you undergo these quick modifications in volume, you’ll separate the terribly individuals you’re making an attempt to draw in.

Some social media interpretations will get by with posting once every week to stay their fans pleased, however if you would like to walkout a revenue, you would like to be additional
dynamic than that. Betting on the stage your exploitation, you must be posting a minimum of several times daily and interesting together with your fans on a virtually constant source.

3.4.4 Brand Standard:

Social media may be a stage for replacing brand significance; if you wish your clients to shop for from you, or maybe offer you a “like” or a observation; you wish to grant them few worth in altercation. That worth will are available in many various forms; as an instance, you'll take “value” virtually also provides them rebates or superior contracts, otherwise you may give them with worth within the form of sensible or amusing content.

3.4.5 Own Tig:

Social media is additionally an area for individuals to attach with people. If you approach your social media plan as an organization, instead of a personal, you’re reaching to separate individuals. If you’re post something from the corporate side complete, you clearly ought to build few changes to the power of speech and sound you practice but you must quiet have lots of individual hints in your promotion?

3.4.6 Follower Appetite:

Speaking of private touches, simply providing content to the lots and wanting for additional followers isn’t sufficient if you wish to grow a thriving, communicating audience. Passive followers, who technically follow you however don’t interact together with your brand, are essentially worthless. If you wish your fans to be occupied in your whole expertise, you would like to interact by them on an everyday foundation, over queries, discussions, and content distributions.
3.4.7 Beneficial calls to act:

It took me seven points to induce to what's arguably the foremost significant piece of the profitability puzzle. Why? As a result of your call-to-action (CTA), is merely reaching to build money if you have a strong, invested viewer to require advantage of it. Here, your aims are too often request your spectators to exploit, by referring them to your web site or create them the chance to shop for one thing. Whatever the endpoint or meant action, it ought to either produce revenue or get your brand one step nearer to generating revenue.

3.4.8 Analytics:

Chances are, your first wave of ways isn’t planning to be sufficient to strike an inexpensive profit—but however are you able to tell obviously, and what are you able to do concerning it? Analytics is that the answer to each. You would like to own a source and a concept to live specifically however helpful your promotion has been, and remarkable ideas that may be developed within the next time. In progress optimization is that the only thanks to secure long-term revenue.

3.4.9 A plan to Association:

Finally, you’ll have to be compelled to have an idea in place to scale your campaign. The greater your social domain is, the additional cost-effective it’s aiming to develop, meanwhile each act you're taking are enlarged in impact with a bigger viewer. This means posting additional usually, leveraging additional platforms, and perhaps even recruiting new people to handle the accrued employment.

If you'll add these ten all-significant elements to your social media campaign, you should have any bother earning a come-on investment (ROI) for your hard work. If implemented properly, with a solid initial strategy, social media will be one amongst the highest-ROI marketing ways out there; however, while not these qualities, your hard work may well be vain.
3.5 Fundamental Steps to Success in Social Media Marketing

Social media versions for twenty-seven percentage of all period spent on-line also have developed a preferred method for patrons to find also analysis brands, and for dealers to achieve intent on probable clients. Ninety-three percentages of dealers presently approximately they practice social media for business, and in 2018 there was a flow in quality of recent communication like Pinterest, Vine, and Instagram. This year, suppose additional sites, precisely reddit, to achieve extra purchase and improve a public’s daily lives. Before industries jump into social media, here are the necessary phases to success in social media marketing

1. Start with a Plan

1 in four little trades don't have any plan in situ for social media promoting. If a trade desires to achieve success in dynamic transactions and principals from social, they have to possess a transparent digital plan that includes social media.

Every social system has completely diverse viewers demographics, thus trades ought to tactically select that shops to control supported their remarkable clients. Samples of demographic variations include:

- 67% of individuals on-line use Facebook, creating it the highest social network
- Facebook user’s area unit sixty percent feminine
- The normal Twitter user may be a 28-year-old girl
- Instagram user’s area unit possibly to be between eighteen to twenty-nine
- Pinterest skews seriously feminine, with eighty percentage of operators being girls
- Pinterest draw attention girls with additional learning and better financial gain

Consider around your client by delineation the temperament varieties that area unit seemingly to buy your manufactured goods or facility, as well as total mode, and enhance worth for them on-line.

Once the acceptable social station elite, precedes a glance at what’s operating for participants, and begin to form a content chart. This supports trades establish, set up forward also persist with a daily social content plan.
2. Create Quality Content

Excellence content involves viewers, is joint across several stages, also gathers additional attention in an exceedingly whole. It conjointly creates a distinction once it involves SEO.

So, what its excellence content? It is:

- knowledgeable
- Sharable
- Actionable
- Related to the target market

Here is sample of excellence social media content from validation Tic Tac
Here is one more sample from Oreo. These brands have included social media advertising as a method to both rise brand consciousness and drive sales.

With content continued its control, it's vital to recollect that marks sort of a ruler not solely takings a way of comicality, however conjointly an influential information of the topic, the viewers, the moderate and apply (in addition to within the samples, a way of humor). Dealers mustn't be anxious to research to visualize what works greatest for them, whether or not they area unit achievements or failures.

3. Think Visually

“An image is value because it describes thousands of emotion or words,” however in social media, it should be value additional.

According to Harvard, regarding seventy percentage of all Facebook actions revolve about images
On Facebook, forty-four percentages of operators are additional doubtless to move with brands if they post footage

Professional-quality pictures stored 121 percentage additional Facebook distribute and a mean of ninety.64 distribute per post

Vine, Pinterest, Tumblr and Instagram are additional samples of however social media is trending just before pictures and videos

Dealers have to be compelled to assume ahead, with an inspired plan after posts that combine the utilization of pictures.

Pictures conjointly protected most area within the digital medium. Nourish area is restricted, however pictures take up the foremost area obtainable, growing perceptibility and declining the probabilities it's incomprehensible. This will increase the discernibility of a post, particularly on portable tools. Moreover, research displays that individual’s area unit a lot of doubtless to recollect the content of a post once it's attended through a placing picture.
4. Be Active and Responsive

As clients and fans flock to a business’ social sites and post comments, they're attending to suppose the corporate to be social yet. Microsoft and Xbox provision are 2 of the several samples of trade’s victimization Twitter for client relationships.

The Xbox Care feed is one in every of the foremost energetic and receptive complete feeds start on-line. It boasts a powerful one.3 million tweets call itself the foremost interested complete on Twitter.

The Microsoft Provision twitters feed replies to remarks in a normal of just 42 minutes, which are speedy fast likened to traditional client service channels.

It is necessary to recollect but that simply replying isn't sufficient. Automation has the flexibility to urge brands in hassle as a result of it will cause inappropriate responses. As an example, firms that answer each mention with a boilerplate answer might unknowingly sponsor destructive
consideration or return off as uncaring. Once it involves people opinion, this can be a giant matter as a result of shopper’s demand to want they’re cooperating with an individual's on social media, not an automatic reaction.

5. Measure Metrics
There are many immeasurable interactions across social media sites daily. Although the bulk of companies believe social media is very important, twenty-five percent of them haven't any policy in situ for measure. Businesses that pay time and cash on social media desire a come on their investment, and activity metrics is one among the most effective ways that to ascertain if is happening and what can be developed.

A little metrics that each business ought to keep track of are:

- Stocks across all social platform
- Click-through-rates
- Transformation charges
- Traffic from social networks to their web site (some businesses can even realize movement from social platform they're not active on)

One aim of social media selling is that the similar as any ancient selling policy, to extend sales. However, it's necessary to stay in mind that whole consciousness is simply as necessary. By keeping way of those metrics, businesses will use them to regulate ways to extend potency and ROI, that is that the bottom line for deciding if any digital selling policy is effective.
**Recommendation**

After completed this study here I found few things that’s may represent as recommendation. Here my survey topics are factors affecting social media marketing success. Recommended all the factors affect social media marketing and communication success. For this social media marketing and communication, I have some recommendation.

- For social media marketing a marketer needs a very good knowledge about social media and how its work. Without knowledge social media marketing success may not possible.
- A digital marketing agency needs sufficient resource for social media marketing and communication success.
- Frequently and consistently communication is very important for social media marketing. Without communication social media marketing just nothing.
- Follow up, lead to follow up, follower engagement must need to do regularly.

Social media marketing is a platform where a marketer needs to do all things regularly and continuously. Without this a social media marketing and communication may not possible.

**Conclusion**

Today’s world people are engaging with social media highly, more 70% people are now active user on different social site. They share their life event, activity and so on. So, for social media marketing and communication become a very important part for business. If marketers perfectly use this, they must face success on social media.

In today’s world, I think that social networks are a important of reality that has become a locality of the business world. Moreover, over ninety percent report that they use social networks for business. Whereas, more than 60% have admitted that they have gained new potential customers over various social platforms. Social media marketing now days become a popular platform. Day by day it’s improved dramatically. In future everything associated with social media marketing.
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